THE ROLE OF A WORSHIP VOCALIST
There is more than talent that goes into being a part
of our vocal team at CoastlineWorship. In this
document we will discuss the following key roles of a
worship vocalist:

INTRODUCTION
At Coastline our main focus is to engage the
audience in worship. Worship is not our time to
perform, but rather, the churches’ time to sing
together as a family. Everything we do is to
facilitate this. The best way to accomplish this is
by being worshipers ourselves and worshiping in
front of them as an example. The fact that
Coastline allows us to be on stage and lead in this
way is a huge honor.

There are only so many positions on the team for vocalist and a limited
time to rehearse. It is crucial that everyone knows their craft and is able
to find their place on the team with minimal guidance. Here are some
key principles of which to be aware:
Why Harmony? In the Bible, it use the phrase “In one accord” 10 times
to describe the early church. This phrase is the word “Homothumaden”
in Greek. The definition of this word literally uses musical harmony to
illustrate the church’s unity in Acts. That is why we sing together as a
demonstration of our unity.
Sacrifice - Knowing harmony and how the various parts work
together takes an i nvestment of time and practice. I t shows that
you have invested in the Kingdom.
Unity - Every melody notes has 2 other complimenting harmonies
to make a chord. This is a picture of the Trinity. As Father, Son and
Spirit are one, so are we to be bringing our own spiritual gifts to the
table to create one sound.
Humility - knowing how to harmonize and blend vocals means that
you are willing to serve others. Harmonies are often not pretty by
themselves. They are set back in volume. But, when combined
make a beautiful sound that has been universally appreciated since
the beginning of history. B
 eing willing to support another vocalist
shows a servants heart.
Confidence - Just as the effective Believer knows their purpose in
Christ, so the accomplished vocalist knows which part they are to
sing. They execute it without question. Their note is not a guess.
It is strategic and confident.

What harmony parts are available?  Because we switch lead singers
multiple times in a set, BGVs (background vocalists) need to know
which part they can (and are to) sing.
➔ VOCAL1 - Lead
➔ VOCAL2 - Tenor (harmony part just higher than lead note)
➔ VOCAL3 - Alto (harmony part just lower than lead note)
➔ VOCAL4 - Unison (match song melody)
💡ADVANCED

TIP: Strategically switching parts in a song can
help build the energy, but this must be planned and
communicated. For example the tenor could jump to alto
(octave higher) and the alto can switch to tenor.
How do I find my note?  The simplest way to find a correct harmony is
to know the lead-vocal’s melody note. EVERYTHING is built off of the
lead singer’s melody and the chord we are singing. It is impossible to
find the right part without knowing the lead. Every note the lead
singer sings, has 2 harmonies that help it match the chord.
💡TIP1

- to hit my harmony confidently, I will sing the lead part
(away from the microphone). When my part comes in, I drop
or raise to my harmony note while stepping into the
microphone. -- Or, if I know my part well, I may do the same
thing but be singing the harmony part all along and s tep into
the mic when it is my turn to sing.
💡TIP

2 - It is very difficult to hit a note perfectly without
finding your voice first. During intros, instrumentals, or
transitions, I am usually humming or singing away from the
mic. This helps me hit those first notes or vocal jumps with
perfect pitch. Hitting a note cold turkey is difficult. This helps
me avoid “sliding” into a note.

WHAT HARMONY LOOKS LIKE:
Here, you will find a simplified depiction of a harmony scale.
The lead singer is simply walking up one note at a time in the
key of C. Notice how the harmonies walk up with the lead.
They are always 2 or 3 notes above (tenor) or below (alto),
depending on the chord.

Just as every worship set is designed to take the church on a
spiritual meditation, so does every song have a pattern of
building. We layer vocals to build dynamics and create this
journey. Here is a typical song layout.
➔ VERSE 1

- Let the lead establish melody

➔ CHORUS 1 - L
 et the lead establish melody
➔ VERSE 2

- A
 dd 1 harmony on key lyrics

➔ CHORUS 2 - Add 1 harmony (other vocals sing melody)
➔ BRIDGE 2-4x - Layer vocals: 1-3 parts to build the sound
➔ CHORUS 3/4 - BGVs cover all parts so Lead can adlib
➔ ENDING - Varies based on song dynamic
NOTE: This may vary depending on song and place in the set.

MAINTAINING UNITY - It is confusing for people to hear singers
saying words differently. It is the responsibility of every vocalist
to match the phrasing and vowel sounds of the lead vocalist.
Sometimes this is impossible. If that is the case, the harmonies
should not sing every word. Instead, they should only sing the
key words. For example: In the chorus of “Jesus Son Of God”
harmonies might sing (in bold):
You laid down Your perfect life
You a
 re the sacrifice
Jesus Son of God
You are Jesus Son of God
💡NOTE:

This technique should also be used if the lead note
drops too low or too high for the harmonies to hit their notes.
LESS IS TRULY MORE: A
 dding a harmony on just the right line
can be more effective than singing the whole song. While it is
fun to sing everything, it does not come across well online or in
the audience. You should o
 nly sing when appropriate and
when you are confident in your note. Singing without
confidence should NEVER be done in the microphone.

Our rehearsals are very collaborative. We go in with a plan, but
the best way to build an effective set is seeing how the songs
develop during rehearsal.
HERE IS HOW YOUR REHEARSAL
STRATEGY SHOULD LOOK:
BEFORE REHEARSALS - Vocalists are given ample time to see
the setlist and learn new songs. Come to rehearsal knowing the
song well enough to find a harmony part.
THURSDAY EVENING REHEARSALS - We go through each
song about 2-3x with the band. The first time, we establish who
sings what. The second/third time gives us a chance to see how
it sounds and tweak. After band rehearsal is over, we pray, then
vocalists gather around the piano and smooth out any vocal
issues.
BETWEEN REHEARSALS - Between Thursday and Sunday
Worship, each member should rehearse personally, going over
any problem sections they have.
SUNDAY MORNING REHEARSALS - I begin rehearsing the 1st
song at 7:35AM. That means everyone needs to be there with
vocals warm, ipads set-up, in-ear monitors set, and instruments
tuned and sound-checked before this time.

💡TIP:

Schedule time to rehearse at home--both
before and after Thursday rehearsal. If it isn’t
scheduled, it won’t usually happen.

BE ON TIME: I am considerate of your time, so every second we
have to sing together is important. During rehearsals we are all
learning how to phrase our words, how to best blend and how
to sing together as one. Your absence or tardiness, will tax the
team, but we will continue without you. If this happens more
than once, we will have to address the issue for the sake of the
team’s benefit. There are only so many positions for vocalist.
These positions will go to the most faithful, professional and
exemplary team members.
ATTITUDE: There is no place for ego or insecurity on our
team.  B
 e confident that if God has you here, He will e
 quip and
work through you. Everyone on the team and church want you
to succeed. How you communicate and work with the team is
a great way to practice a servant’s heart.
INSECURITIES: R
 ehearsals are a time to exchange ideas and try
various options. But the final decision goes to the worship
leader. That does not mean your ideas are inferior. Many times
it comes down to just having to make a final decision, and the
worship leader is thinking about more than creating the “best
sound.” Worship is less about showmanship and more about
giving the average church member an opportunity to worship
through song.
FEEDBACK: If you feel like your part on the team is not fulfilling
enough for you or helping you grow in the areas you desire,
please talk to the worship leader separately. Do not take this
out on other team members or talk about it with other people.
As the worship leader, it is my goal to develop and grow
everyone. I would be glad to discuss why you aren’t where you
want to be and how we can work to get you there.
ROBERT WESTON GILLIARD
robert@r-w-g.com
850.393.6058

It is my belief that we lead people in worship by worshiping in
front of them. I have no interest in cultivating actors or
manufacturing a stage presence that is not authentic worship.
If we are truly expressing our awe in God, it will be obvious and
manifest itself in our stage presence.
FREEDOM:  Paul said, “Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is
freedom.” A worshiper will not be afraid or hold on to their mic
stand for dear life. They know who their God is, they know who
they are in Christ, and they know they are there to express their
thankfulness to an almighty God. We MUST worship God in
Spirit. That means that as we meditate on God’s glory, w
 e are
being transformed. Our Spirit is being strengthened and our
body falls under submission.
We no longer have to be insecure about what we look like
when we are worshiping. Here are some physical examples of a
worshiper:
>
 SMILE SMILE SMILE:  (when appropriate) When expressing
true thankfulness one can’t help but smile...if they are truly
thinking about what they are singing. Let the lyrics you sing
dictate the expression of your face.
> Lifting of Hands:  the l ifting of hands in scripture was a sign
of p
 eace among the church and unity. It also is a statement
that you are connecting with the words you are singing and
that you can testify to its truth.
> Clapping Hands:  Again, we lead by worshiping in front of
people. If we do this authentically, we will not need to
exaggerate our motions to coax an audience’s involvement.
Our goal is that they see you enjoying the song, and join in.

> Eye Contact:  A vocalist is expected to know the lyrics they are
leading. They should look at their ipad less than 20% of the
time. It is certainly encouraged to exchange smiles and eye
contact between band members and church members as long
as it is encouraging and not distracting. M
 eaning: we never
want to make people feel like they are not in on an “inside
joke.” We are there to include the audience while singing to
each other and to God and not exclude people.
> Use Your Space:  From a distance, our movements look much
more subdued and smaller from the audience. That means
don’t be afraid to use your space. Raise your hands high, be
conscious that your feet do not look like they are glued to the
floor. Step back away from the mic when appropriate and feel
free to move with the beat of the music.
> Worship Even When You Aren’t Singing:  There should not
me a moment during the worship set that you are not
worshiping. One of the best ways to do this is to take a step
back and sing (away from the mic). Then, when your part comes
up, step into the mic. This will help you stay on pitch and stay in
sync with the moment.

